MEXICALI HYBRID PENSTEMON

*Penstemon mexicali*

These hybrid penstemons are long-blooming selections with mounded, bright green foliage. Tubular flowers in shades of pink, purple, red or white attract bees and hummingbirds. Reseeds.  
**Zones:** 4-10 **H x W:** 12-24” x 8-18”

MEADOW SAGE

*Salvia nemerosa*

Many selections of this tough and beautiful plant available from pale pinks to dark blues. Flowers form on dense spikes and attract pollinators. 
**Zones:** 3-8 **H x W:** 18-24” x 8-18”

SUNDANCER DAISY

*Tetraneuris acaulis* ‘Sol Dancer’

Small, ever-blooming perennial with tight mounds of small, grass-like leaves and yellow, daisy-like flowers on slender stems. Blooms all summer long.  
**Zones:** 5-10 **H x W:** 15” x 15”

**KEY TO SYMBOLS**

- full sun
- part shade
- full shade
- very little water
- low water
- moderate water

**Note:** water plants regularly after planting until root systems are well-established then reduce watering.
**FIRE CHALICE**
*Epilobium garrettii ‘Wasatch Fire’*
Spreading groundcover with masses of orange-scarlet flowers in summer. Hummingbird magnet. Deer resistant. **Zones:** 5-9 **H x W:** 4-6" x 18-24"

**HARDY PLUMBAGO**
*Ceratostigma plumbaginoides*
Versatile groundcover that can handle sun and shade. Shiny green foliage turns deep red in fall. Bright blue flowers bloom late summer into the fall. **Zones:** 5-9 **H x W:** 8-12" x 12"

**INDIAN BLANKET FLOWER**
*Gaillardia spp.*
Long-blooming perennial in shades of yellow, orange and red. **Zones:** 4-10 **H x W:** variable
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**PRAIRIE SMOKE**
*Geum triflorum*
Nodding, pink flowers in spring mature to wispy seedheads. **Zones:** 3-8 **H x W:** 6-18" x 6-12"
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**DESERT FOUR O’CLOCK**
*Mirabilis multiflora*
Low-growing, colorful perennial spreads from taproot and dies back completely at the end of the season. Masses of magenta blooms all summer. **Zones:** 4-6 **H x W:** 12-24" x 4-6’
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**LENTEN ROSE**
*Helleborus orientalis*
Stunning flowers bloom very early in the spring. **Zones:** 4-9 **H x W:** 12" x 36"
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**SCARLET MONARDELLA**
*Monardella macrantha*
Intensely aromatic herb forms low mounds of semi-evergreen foliage covered by clusters of scarlet-orange trumpets in late spring. Attracts hummingbirds. **Zones:** 5-9 **H x W:** 4-6" x 8-12"